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founded in 1950 and is today recognized internationally as a leading academic publisher specializing in the humanities 
and social sciences The King of Schnorrers: 

1 of 1 review helpful Poor Print By A Corre I love Zangwill s books since they represent very well a world gone by 
and are quite rewarding Just a word about the physical characteristic of this hardback edition I wanted to buy the King 
of the Schnorrers for a friend as a Purim gift so I chose the most expensive hardback edition even though much 
cheaper ones are available The type in this book has a large letter to st Author Israel Zangwill best typifed the comic 
spirit of London s Jewish ghetto by immortalizing the schnorrer beggar mdash in particular the character of Manasseh 
Bueno Barzillai Azevedo da Costa a Sephardic panhandler who developed begging into a fine art The robust and often 
hilarious tale tells how Manasseh combines insolence with resourcefulness to reduce London s best known 
philanthropist to a fish handler how he reacts to his daughter s love for a so 
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